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Abstract. Authoring in the context of Interactive Storytelling (IS) is
inherently difficult, and there is a need for authoring tools that both
enable and assist authors in the creation of new content. In this position
paper, we argue that mixed-initiative systems are a useful model for
assisted IS authoring and we introduce two qualities that such systems
should have to improve the authoring process. We consider related work
with respect to these qualities and then outline our path forward.
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Introduction

Authoring for Interactive Storytelling (IS) can be a long and arduous process.
For players to have interesting choices and a reliable sense of agency, a large
amount of content needs to be produced, some of which might never even be
seen by most of the users of the resulting interactive story. For example, during
the creation of Façade [1], multiple person-years of authoring were needed to
produce roughly 20 minutes of content that can be replayed with novelty only
six or seven times. Despite extensive work in the context of authoring for IS [2–4]
easing the authorial burden remains a challenging task.
Medler and Magerko [5] gave requirements that a good authoring tool needs
to have; they included generality, debugging capabilities, usability, environment
representation, and the ability to specify pacing, timing, and scope. While meeting these requirements seem likely to make it possible to author using a given
tool, the challenge of creating a large amount of content would still remain. The
creation of content itself is one of the most challenging parts of authoring and
is an issue that needs to be addressed. In this position paper, we propose that
this challenge can be usefully tackled using Artificial Intelligence (AI), via the
concept of mixed-initiative systems.
1.1

Terminology

We say that a system is mixed-initiative when one or more agents work together
iteratively (i.e., taking turns) to perform a task in the context of that system;
any agent can take the initiative to decide what should be done next. A mixedinitiative system is a useful way to model the process of multi-agent authoring,

since iterative refinement is a common part of many authoring strategies. One
powerful example of a mixed-initiative system is Google search, in which the
human agent can start typing in the search box and the system starts filling in
possibilities for what the human wants to search for.
We define the tightness of a mixed-initiative system as the frequency with
which new opportunities to take the initiative arise; highly frequent opportunities characterize a “tightly-mixed” system, while infrequent opportunities characterize a “loosely-mixed” system. For example, Google search is a tightly-mixed
system because the turns alternate between the user and the suggestion agent
with every keystroke that the user makes. A loosely-mixed variant of Google
search might only allow suggestions to appear after the user had stopped typing
their entire query. Tightness is valuable in mixed-initiative systems where the
agents’ actions are highly co-dependent, since it reduces the need for any single agent to act unilaterally for an extended time. Since authoring is typically
a dynamic, creative process, we contend that any mixed-initiative system for
authoring should be mixed tightly, rather than loosely.
Finally, we define the balance of a mixed-initiative system in terms of how
much or little the spaces in which the agents act are the same as one another;
systems where all agents act in the same space are “balanced” (e.g., two painters
working on a single canvas), while systems where some or all agents act in
different spaces are “unbalanced” to some degree (e.g., two cartoonists working
on separate panels of a cartoon). Similarly to our notion of tightness, having a
mixed-initiative system be balanced is useful when agents’ actions are highly codependent, as it ensures that the result of every agent’s action can be perceived
and considered by the next agent who has a turn. For example, Google search
is a balanced system because both the user and the suggestion agent operate
in the same space (an area within and near the search field), and this offers
both agents the benefit of refining their actions based on the results of the other
agent’s actions. Even so, Google search used to be unbalanced; previously, the
suggestion agent’s actions only appeared on a separate screen, after the user’s
?”). We contend that mixedquery had been submitted (e.g., “Did you mean
initiative authoring systems should be balanced.
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Related Work

The challenge of creating content has often been approached using the techniques
of Procedural Content Generation (PCG) [6–8], where content is generated or
recombined from a base set of elements. While most uses of PCG can be thought
of as being mixed-initiative (between the generator and the author of the generator’s inputs), most of them lack the property of being balanced. The result
is that any outputs of the generator that are undesirable are simply discarded,
leaving the author to guess at which new inputs might yield a better output. One
exception that we have found is Sentient Sketchbook [9] which is a map editor in
which the system gives map suggestions in real time based on genetic algorithms
that maximize given fitness parameters or the diversity of the suggestions.

Another way that generative systems have been used to ease the authoring burden is by directly assisting in the authoring process itself. Examples of
AI-assisted writing such as Say Anything [10, 11] and Creative Help [12] used
an AI agent to pick responses to authored text from a corpus of natural language text. While these systems are both balanced and relatively tightly-mixed,
the artifacts they produce are non-interactive as soon as the authoring stops.
PERSONAGE [13] uses an AI agent to assist with styling authored dialogue according to learned character models and author-selected parameters. This work
lacks both tightness and balance, since each agent (author and stylist) takes only
one turn and they act in different spaces. Li and Riedl [14] defined a method
for adapting the plot of a computer role-playing game based on a player’s preference, allowing the player to take a partial role in the authoring process. This
player-controlled authoring also lacks both tightness and balance in the same
way as the authoring process for PERSONAGE.
The authoring tool ENIGMA [15–17] has a mixed-initiative component in
which AI characters can give suggestions for the next event and then the author
can either accept that event or deny it and force another event to occur. This
system is both tightly mixed and balanced, but its goal is different from ours;
they aimed to simplify the authoring of autonomous character behaviours, while
we aim to simplify the authoring of plot.
Another example includes Bowman [18, 19], which uses mixed-initiative planning in a plot-based system. The author gives a domain and describes goals for
the story, and an AI planner produces possible stories. The author can then
refine the domain and goals to try to get different stories from the planner. This
process is similar to our description of common PCG systems, in which different results can only be obtained by acting in a space (e.g., possible domains)
that is distinct from the generator’s space (e.g., possible stories). Assuming that
the planner can produce plans quickly (e.g., on the order of seconds), we would
consider Bowman’s authoring process to be tightly mixed.
To the best of our knowledge, tightly-mixed and balanced tools that assist
in the creation of plot have not yet been explored.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that the challenge of building authoring tools for
interactive storytelling goes beyond merely enabling authors to create digital
content themselves – they must be assisted in the process of creation itself. To
this end, we proposed that authoring for interactive stories can be well thought
of as a mixed-initiative system, and that successful examples of such systems
should exhibit both frequent opportunities for taking turns (tightness) and unity
with regard to the space of agents’ actions (balance). We intend to design, implement, and study such a system in our forthcoming work, and we welcome both
discussions and collaborations that relate to our endeavour.
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